We shall refer to this property as being weakly of bounded variation. This lemma was used to obtain a uniqueness theorem (Theorem 2) for the generating functions of bounded linear transformations from C(X) = C, the continuous functions from [0, 1 ] into X, into Y. It was also observed that a better form of the uniqueness theorem could be stated if one could prove the converse of the above lemma. A partial converse was obtained (Theorem 3), namely that if K is weakly of bounded variation, then it satisfies a real co-property, that is, it satisfies the co-property where the points x, are replaced by real numbers r,-. This gives the improved version of Theorem 2 in the case that X is the real line.
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The purpose of this note is to give an example of a function which is weakly of bounded variation but does not have the co-property. It will follow that Theorem 2 can not in general be improved.
Example. We shall denote by C0 the space of all real functions / on [0, l] such that given e>0, the set of all s in [0, l] We shall first show that K does not have the w-property. Suppose a is a partition 0 = /0^i^
• • • ^4 = 1 and consider which is unbounded. Therefore, K does not have the w-property. To see that K is weakly of bounded variation we first note that any F in B* [H, H] when restricted to C0EB [H, H] is an element of C* and thus we need only consider such functionals.
It is an easy exercise to show that each F in C* when applied to an / in C0 can be represented by Fif)= Z/7>)^,(-^7f)) < «> where the sum is taken over all those 5 in [0, l] such that/7)^0.
Since this sum must be finite for all / in Co, it follows that there exists at most countably many points st in [0, l] If for a given pair of spaces X and Y, we denote those functions K which are weakly of bounded variation by wbv, those which have the Gowurin co-property by G and those which are of bounded variation by B V, then we may summarize our results as follows: wbvZ)G^)B V.
The first inclusion follows from the lemma of [2] and the second follows trivially from the triangle inequality. Furthermore, in general the inclusions are proper, the first by the above example and the second by the example in the introduction of involved replacing the word "each" in (i) by the word "one." We indicated in [2 ] that this can be done in case X is the real line. Our present example shows that this can not always be done. To see this one need only consider K'(t)=K(t) if 0<t<l, K'(1)=K'(0)=0, and then choose any Kx (with the coproperty) in our present set up which does generate such a T and add K' to it. The resulting function does not have the co-property, hence does not generate a T, and the difference of the two, namely K' itself, does satisfy (ii). 
